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Argentina

DAILY REPORT: Latin America, (July 29, 1964), bbbbl. OFLUSE. Lima APP in Spanish reports discovery of weapons, explosives, propaganda, and guerrilla war texts in several houses in Formosa, an Argentine city near the Paraguay border. Incident may be linked with similar recent discovery in Buenos Aires.


See also item 7

Brasil

See item 7

Colombia

130. "Marquetalla Guerrillas Announce New Fronts," FBIS DAILY REPORT: Latin America, (Sept 17, 1964), bbbbl. Havana PRENSA LATINA broadcast in Spanish notes that guerrillas claim adaption of violent tactics against the Colombian Govt and promise establishment of educational, agricultural, and health services in Marquetalla, the guerrilla base.

See also item 7, 15
Cuba


See also items 33, 41, 132

Dominican Republic


See also item 7

Ecuador

See item 7
Guatemala


134. "Galich Stresses Guerrilla Warfare." *FBIS DAILY REPORT: Latin America*, (June 29, 1964), 12-13. A former Foreign Minister of Guatemala answers questions about guerrilla forces in Guatemala, which is under the direction of the Rebel Armed Forces (FAR) led by Antonio Marco Guillon since 1962.

135. "Guerrilla Activities Stepped Up in Guatemala." *FBIS DAILY REPORT: Latin America*, (Aug 3, 1964), nnnn. According to translated Havana broadcast to the Americas, recently increased activities by the Rebel Armed Forces (FAR) included sabotage of transportation and communications and one "execution."

See also item 7.
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Haiti

    POST, (Sept 6, 1964). A14. Brief Associated Press dispatch gives details of activities by two rebel guerrilla bands operating in southern Haiti since they landed there in June and August.

137. "The World Today: Conflict," THE (Washington, D.C.) DAILY NEWS, (July 24, 1964), 2. Approximately 150 guerrillas in the mountains of Haiti have panicked the Duvalier government, according to this very brief news article.

Hotline

See item 7

Peru

See items 7, 15

Venezuela

139. "Venezuela: Leoni Holds the Line," THE ECONOMIST, 212 (Sept 26, 1964), 1225-26. Pres. Raul Leoni and his administration are facing problems and consolidating gains of previous govt. The Dec 1963 elections dealt blow to threat by PALM rebels by removing essential conditions for US: aura of legitimacy for rebels and rebel reputation for invincibility. See also items 7, 15

Middle East

Iraq


Yemen

142. "Liberation Front Reports Action Against British," FBIS DAILY REPORT: Middle East, Africa & West Europe, (July 29, 1964), el. According to Cairo Domestic Serv broadcast in Arabic on July 27, a dispatch from rebels claims the "Liberation Army of the Occupied Yemeni South" has launched new campaign vs. Br. troops in Yemen. Terroristic sabotage is noted.
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